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1 Learning Method

Let us assume we are using a machine learning approach for classification. Examples of classification
methods include decision tree learning, support vector machines, Bayesian classifiers and neural
networks.

The number of categories can be just two, say yes or no. That is, the data can be classified as
belonging to a certain class and not belonging to the class. An example is classifying mortgage
applicants to two categories: approve for loan being one category, and don’t approve for loan being
the other category.

Of course, the number of categories can be more than two. Applicants for mortgage loans can be
classified into several categories: preferred or low risk, moderate risk, high risk, don’t approve or

very high risk.

2 Data

For classification, the training data must be in tabular form. Each example of data must be labeled
as belonging to one single class. The attributes or columns of the table may be categorial or nominal,
i.e., an attribute has a small number of values it can take such as very high, high, medium, low,

very low. Of course, this means, the attributes may have Boolean values. In addition, some other
attributes may take numeric values, either continuous or integer. If an attribute is numeric in
nature, some people convert it first to categorial form, by dividing the range of values the attribute
takes to a small number of intervals and assigning names to those intervals. Others use the numeric
values directly. Certain methods work well for numeric values, others with categorial values. Mixed
categories are usually a problem.

The considerations above also apply to the result attribute. If the result attribute is numeric, we
don’t call it classification any more, we call it regression.

2.1 Training and Test Sets

To train a classification algorithm, it first has to be shown a number of labeled examples from
which it can acquire the necessary knowledge to classify unseen examples.

Suppose we have N labeled examples in the training data. It is a good idea to have these examples
show the same distribution as the data on which the program will be tested. However, usually it is
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di�cult to obtain data that truly conforms in its distribution to that of the real data on which the
program may be tested. This is because the program may be used in circumstances its designers
did not expect.

We divide the labeled data we have into two subsets. One of these subsets is the training set, and
the other is the test set.

Usually, from all the data available D, a random number of elements are picked to form the training
set R. The rest of the data S is used to test the trained program. Di↵erent people choose the
relative sizes of R and S di↵erently. But, a usual choice is

| R |= k ⇥ | S | .

In other words, the size of the training set is k times the size of the test set. In such as case, we
have so-called (k+1)-fold cross-validation. Usually k is set to a number anywhere from 2 to 9, say.
In other words, the size of the training set is 3 to 10 times the size of the test set.

2.1.1 Dealing with Small Amount of Available Data: Cross-validation

The amount of data available to train and test the learning program may be small. In such
a situation, the division of the data into training and test sets actually may be of help in the
following manner. Suppose, we have only 24 elements in the total data set. We can perform a
3-fold cross-validation. We divide the data into training set and test set such that

| R |= 2 ⇥ | S | .

In other words, we train the program on 16 randomly chosen elements of the data set and test it
on the 8 remaining elements of the test set. The sizes of the two sets, especially, the test set is
tiny. One way to ameliorate the situation a little is to repeat the selection of the training and test
sets r number of times, each time randomly choosing the training set and the test set elements in
the fashion described above. For example, if r = 5, we repeat the selection of the training and test
sets 5 times, each time training with 16 randomly chosen elements and testing on the 8 elements
left. In other words, we run the training program 8 times and run the tests each time also. In
this way, we have tested the program on a larger number of elements, in some sense. Critics of
this approach would say that the data items may have dependencies among them, and hence this
way of cross-validating does not provide for much better results. However, choosing the elements
randomly, hopefully takes away some of the regularities from among the chosen examples. In many
situations, this is the best one can do.

In k-fold cross-validation, we divide the labeled data randomly into k subsets. We train on randomly
chosen k � 1 subsets and test on the remaining subset. We repeat this process several times. We
report averaged results over all repetitions.

Cross-validating by dividing the data into training and test sets, and running the training and
test programs several times by repeating the experiments is still a good idea, even if we have a
large amount of data. In such a case, usually we report the average performance and/or the best
performance over the repeated experiments.
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2.1.2 What if the Labeled Classes Are Unbalanced?

It is possible that in the labeled examples, the number of examples belonging to one class is much
much higher than the number of examples belonging to the other class. Let us assume that we
are creating a binary classifier. In such a case, for our classifier to train correctly, we should try
to balance out the numbers for the two classes as much as possible. This may mean that we may
oversample or undersample the elements of a class so that the numbers of examples for the two
classes shown during the training of the classifier are more or less equal. Oversampling means
that we may choose an element from the class with fewer examples more than once for training.
Undersampling means that we may not choose all elements from the class that has too many
labeled examples. There are more complex ways to take care of the unbalanced class problem, but
the approach outlined above works reasonably well.

2.1.3 What Happens When We Repeat Building the Classifier?

While building a classifier, if we follow the cross-validation idea and repeat the experiment several
times, every time a new classifier will be produced. Thus, we will have several classifiers trained
and we need to decide which one to keep. We can keep the trained classifier that provides the best
performance over the test data. In particular, if we are building a decision tree, a better way may
be to keep some of the top performers, prune them as discussed in many texts and papers, and
choose the tree that gives the best performance with the smallest number of nodes.

3 Measuring Performance

When we build a learning program, there are several things to measure to describe how a program
learns and performs. The usual things to measure are:

• predictive accuracy of the trained classifier,

• speed of learning or training,

• space required by the learning program, and

• speed of the trained classifier when classifying new examples.

We should provide values for each of these measures in our results.

We discuss measuring predictive accuracy below.

3.1 Measuring Predictive Accuracy of a Trained Classifier

How well does a learned classifier program perform? One of the main criteria to look at is its
predictive accuracy. In general, we want to choose a learned program that has the best predictive
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accuracy. Usually, predictive accuracy is measured in terms of two numbers that can be calcuated:
precision and recall. Sometimes, another measure called the F-measure or F1-measure is also
calculated to summarize the values of precision and recall.

3.1.1 Calculating Precision and Recall for a Class

Let us assume we are performing two-way classification. That is, we need to classify elements of
the test set into either belonging to a class or not belonging to a class.

Let us use the following symbols for our discussion.

• TP: The set of positive examples in the test set that are classified as positive by the trained
program. This is the set of true positives, i.e., positives classified as positive.

• FN: The set of positive examples in the test set that are classified as negative by the trained
program. This is the set of false negatives, i.e., positives classified as negative.

• TN: The set of negative examples in the test set that are classified as negative by the trained
program. This is the set of true negatives, i.e., negatives classified as negative.

• FP: The set of negative examples in the test set that are classified as positive by the trained
program. This is the set of false positives, i.e., negatives classified as positive.

We can compute precision and recall for each of the two classes separately. The definitions are
given below for the yes(+) class.

precision+ =
| TP |

| TP | + | FP |

recall+ =
| TP |

| TP | + | FN |

precision+ gives a measure of precision for the yes class. Precision is measured by dividing the
number of test examples that are correctly classified as positive by the classifier by the number of
test examples that are classified as positive (either correctly or wrongly) by the classifier. Precision
for a class c is the proportion of all test examples that have been classified as belonging to class c
that are true members of class c. For example, suppose our trained classifier classifies 4 training
examples as belonging to the yes class. Suppose 3 of these are correctly classified and 1 is wrongly
classified. That is, 3 yes examples are classified as yes by the classifier; in addition, 1 no test
example is classified as yes by the classifier. In this situation, the precision for the yes class is 3

4 or
75%.

Recall measures the proportion of test examples belonging to a certain class that are classified
correctly as belonging to the class. The formula given above computes recall for the positive class.
Assume we have a total of 10 examples of the yes class in all of the test set. Of these, our trained
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classifier classifies 8 as belonging to the yes class. Then, our recall for the yes class is 8
10 = .8 of

80%.

Of course, one can also calculate precision and recall considering the negative examples as well.

precision� =
| TN |

| TN | + | FN |

recall� =
| TN |

| TN | + | FP |

If we have c number of classes in total, we compute these two metrics, precision and recall for each
class. In other words, we compute 2c values.

3.1.2 Calculating F-measure for a Class

When there are two measures for a class, it is sometimes di�cult to compare results of learning
experiments, even for a single class. So, a combined measure for a class is used by many researchers.
The measure normally used is called the F-measure. It is defined as follows.

1

F

=
1

2

✓
1

precision

+
1

recall

◆

or

F = 2⇥ precision⇥ recall

precision+ recall

Thus, the F-measure for a class is the harmonic mean of the recall and precision for the class.
When the F-measure is reported, we have one value to evaluate how our classifier learned to
classify, considering one single class only.

We compute the F-measure value each class if we have c classes in total. If we compute precision,
recall and F-measure for each of c classes, we have 3c computed values.

3.1.3 Macro-averaging over All Classes

If we have several classes, we can compute the three metrics: precision, recall and F-measure for
each class separately. But, how do we report the overall results considering how the trained classifier
performs over all the classes?

In macro-averging, the values of precision, recall and F-measure are calculated separately for
each class. Macro-averaged precision is simply the average of the precisions for each class. If
we have c classes, we compute the sum of the precision values for all classes and divide the sum
by c to obtain macro-averaged precision. We compute macro-averaged recall and macro-averaged

F-measure similarly.

In macro-averaging, we treat each class as equal, even if one class has many more examples than
another.
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3.1.4 Micro-averaging over All Test Examples

In micro-averaging, we obtain the precision, recall and F-measure values for each individual class
as usual. However, when we average to obtain the overall result, we perform a weighted average
computation. In other words, we weigh the value for a class by the proportion of total number of
examples the class contains.

If we have two classes, yes(+) and no(�), the micro-averaged precision can be obtained as

precision

micro

= p+ ⇥ precision+ + p� ⇥ precision�

where p+ and p� are the proportions of elements in the test set that are in the + and � classes,
respectively. Obviously, p+ = 1�p�. Here, precision

micro

gives us an idea how the trained classifier
performs in regards to precision over the two classes.

If we have c classes, we compute micro-averaged precision by performing a weighted sum of the
precision values for the c classes. We compute macro-averaged recall and macro-averaged F-measure

in a similar way.

Usually, if the various classes are not balanced, the proportionally larger sized classes contribute
more to the final micro-averaged measure. Thus, it is preferred if this is the case.

If the classes are more or less balanced, either one of micro and macro averaging works.

3.1.5 Final Results for Cross-validation

For cross-validation, we repeat the classification experiment several times, as discussed earlier. If
we repeat the experiment r times, we obtain the average precision, recall and F-measure values
over all the repeated runs. These are the values that are used to evaluate a classification algorithm.
Often just a single metric, the average F-measure over all runs is used to evaluate a classification
algorithm. The higher the average F-measure over all runs of an experiment, the better the trained
classifier.
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8. Some Considerations for Experimental Design 

 

8.1 Pattern Selection for Training and Testing 

 

Given a problem, the set of patterns is generally very large.  For example, take the case of 

diagnosing a certain disease.  Any person alive could provide a pattern indicating the 

presence or absence of the disease.  Most experiments will consider only a small subset 

of the complete pattern set.  How should this subset be chosen? 

 

Ideally, randomly select a subset of the appropriate size.  This is often not practical.  The 

previous example would require a random subset of all people in the world!  Usually, a 

random subset of an available pattern population is selected.  For example, a local 

hospital may provide patterns for a disease diagnosis problem.  Keep in mind that a 

network can only respond correctly to patterns similar to those in its training set.  If a 

network is trained with symptoms of patients in Colorado it will probably not be able to 

diagnose the same disease in patients in Africa. 

 

Use a large set of training patterns for the network.  Theoretical results indicate that one 

generally needs about 10 times as many training patterns as there are free parameters 

(weights) in the network (Baum and Haussler, 1989).  Many problems do not have such a 

large pattern set available.  Use at least 10 times as many training patterns as there are 

input units in the network. 

 

Use a large set of test patterns.  The larger the test set, the more reliable the resulting 

measure of performance will be.  But the total set of patterns available for experiments 

may be limited!  Researchers often use a 50/50 random split of the total set for training 

and testing.  In many cases, the 50/50 split is a good partitioning.  Sometimes, this 

approach leaves too few training data.  In these cases, a larger training set must be 

created. 

 

Extreme case: use a single pattern for testing. 

Apply leave-one-out strategy: rotate the test patterns through the entire pattern set. 

{if n patterns: 

 train (n-1) networks with (n-1) different training sets 

 test each network with the remaining pattern 

 collect test results and calculate overall performance measure} 

 

Less extreme: use cross-validation (Principe et al., 2000) 

{if n patterns: 

 for I=1 to K do 

  randomly select a subset of m patterns as a test set 

  train with the remaining (n-m) patterns 

  note the test result for m patterns 

 average the test results over K trials} 

 

Sometimes, a random division of training and test patterns gives misleading results. 
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Ex. Take a ground cover identification experiment using satellite images (for 

example, see Augusteijn et al, 1995).  A single ground cover (like pine forest) 

may appear different in different locations (depending on the age of the trees, the 

elevation, the soil type, the moisture level, etc.).  Assume that several sites have 

been selected, and each one contributes many patterns.  Patterns from the same 

training site are often more similar than patterns from different sites.  In random 

partitioning, each site is likely to contribute to both training and test set and 

performance may be high.  But network performance on other image segments is 

likely to be much less. 

 Solution:  Try to represent sites with the various different characteristics in 

   the training set, but use test patterns from different sites. 

 

 

 

8.2 Number of Patterns versus Categories 

 

Often, the same number of patterns is used for each category.  Then all categories are 

learned equally well by the network.  Categories may not be equally represented in the 

actual distribution (an image may show more pine forest than urban areas).  Overall 

network performance may increase if abundantly present categories are learned better 

than relatively rare categories.  If certain categories must be learned better than others 

then use more training patterns for those categories. 

 

Do not push this idea to an extreme!  If 5% of training data belongs to one category and 

95% belongs to a second category then the network may completely ignore the first 

category! 

 

 

8.3 The Problem of Overtraining 

 

Once a classification has been obtained (by a neural network classifier or otherwise) it 

becomes important to interpret the result.  Overall performance is generally reported as a 

percentage of correct classification.  Training as well as test performance may be 

measured in this way.  It should be noted that high training performance does not 

necessary translate into high test performance.  The experimenter should watch for 

overtraining!  Overtraining (Principe et al., 2000) is likely to occur when the pattern set is 

noisy.  If specific noise that is part of the training set is learned by the classifier then test 

performance is likely to be low.  When the training error is graphed against epochs during 

a training session, the result is often a monotonically decreasing curve (in case of 

successful training). If the test error is also measured during training and if the training 

pattern set is noisy then this error may be seen to pass through a minimum value.  Figure 

8.1 shows this situation.  The increase in test error as training proceeds is evidence that 

overtraining has taken place.  In this case, training should be terminated at the point 

where the test error reaches a minimum.  But this error is generally not available during 

the training session! 
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The simplest way to prevent overtraining is by using a validation set.  This is only 

possible when a large pattern set is available.  The patterns are partitioned into three sets: 

a training set, a validation set and a test set.  The training and validation error are both 

recorded as a function of the number of epochs during training.  A history of weight 

values is also kept.  This enables the construction of a trained network using weight 

values corresponding to the training epoch at which the validation error passed through 

its minimum.  An independent test set (not the same as the validation set) is still 

necessary to measure test performance.  Using the validation set as a test set often gives a 

misleading assessment of network performance. 

 
Figure 8.1  Training and test error as a function of training epoch for a noisy pattern set 

 

 

8.4 The Classification Error Matrix 

 

 

Table 8.1  An example of an error matrix 

 

A common means of expressing classification accuracy is the preparation of a 

classification error matrix, also called a confusion matrix (Lillesand and Kiefer, 1994).  

Error matrices compare, on a category-by-category basis, the relationship between the 

known classification and the result obtained from the classifier.  Such matrices are square 

with the number of rows and columns equal to the number of categories used in the 

classification.  The (i,j)th entry in an error matrix (the entry in the ith row and jth column) 

shows the number of patterns (or percentage of patterns) known to belong to the ith 

category but classified into the jth category.  The diagonal elements show correct 

 

 

Classified as 

Class 1 

Classified as 

Class 2 

Classified as 

Class 3 

Classified as 

Class 4 

Class 1 80 10 7 3 

Class 2 7 85 8 0 

Class 3 0 5 90 5 

Class 4 3 4 6 87 
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classification into each category while off-diagonal elements show the various 

misclassifications.  Table 1 shows an example of a 4-category classification. 

 

Assume for simplicity that the four categories all contain 100 patterns so that the number 

of patterns in each matrix entry also indicates a percentage.  The example matrix shows 

that 80% of the class 1 patterns are correctly classified while 10% are incorrectly 

classified as belonging to category 2, etc.  Some misclassifications are more serious than 

others, and the error matrix gives explicit insight in the nature of the misclassifications.  

Note that the values in each row add up to 100, the total number of patterns in each class.  

The off-diagonal entries in each row show the omission errors for each class (patterns 

which should have been included in the class but were not).  For example, class 1 has a 

20% omission error since 20% of the class 1 patterns were not included in this class.  

Column elements, on the other hand, can add up to any value.  The off-diagonal column 

elements show the commission error for each class (patterns which were erroneously 

included in the class).  For example, class 1 has a 10% commission error because 10% of 

patterns belonging to other classes are erroneously included in class 1.  Related concepts 

are the producer’s and a user’s accuracies which can also be derived from the error 

matrix.  The producer’s accuracy for class 1 is 80% because 80% of class 1 patterns are 

correctly classified, in agreement with the omission error.  The user’s accuracy for class 

1, however, is somewhat larger.  When the classifier indicates that a given pattern 

belongs to class 1 then the user may assume that this classification is 88.9% correct, in 

agreement with the commission error.  This is the user's accuracy.  Consider class 3 as an 

additional example.  Producer's accuracy for this class is 90% while user's accuracy is 

calculated as 81.2%.  Overall accuracy of the classification is obtained as the average 

value of the diagonal elements.  This value is (80+85+90+87)/4 = 85.5% for the data in 

Table 8.1. 

 

 

8.5 Interpretation of Classification Accuracy 

 

It should be noted that even a completely random assignment of categories to patterns 

will produce a certain percentage of correct classification.  For example, in a 2-category 

classification a performance of 50% indicates completely random assignment and is 

therefore worthless.  On the other hand, in a 10-category classification a performance 

level of 50% has a certain value.  Thus the number of categories must be taken into 

account when assessing the performance of the classifier.  The  measure eliminates the 

chance agreement from a performance result.  It is conceptually defined as: 
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This quantity can be calculated from the error matrix by means of the following formula: 

 

 

 

N = total number of patterns included in matrix 

= the number of patterns on the diagonal 

= the number of patterns in the ith row 

= the number of patterns in the ith column 

r = the dimension of the error matrix 

 

For the data in Table 1 we find: 

 

 = 80 + 85 + 90 + 87 = 342 

 

 = (100 x 90) + (100 x 104) + (100 x 111) + (100 x 95) = 40,000 

 

 

 

It follows from this that the chance corrected performance is 80.7%, somewhat lower 

than the 85.5% performance stated before. 

 

The formula for  was heuristically established rather than derived from mathematical 

principles.  It is instructive to show that the formula is valid in two extreme cases. 

 

1. Consider the case of perfect classification as shown by the error matrix: 

 

 

 

In this case we need to substitute the following entities into the formula: 

 

 

 

This gives us the following value for  
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which is the expected value in case of perfect classification. 

 

  

2. Now consider the case of completely random assigment as shown by the error 

matrix 

 

 

 

This only changes the value of the number of items on the diagonal which is now 

100.  Thus, the value of  becomes: 

 

 

 

which again is the expected value in this situation. 
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